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SUMMARY

Rapid urbanization has tremendously changed the global landscape with pro-
found impacts on our society. Nighttime light (NTL) data can provide valuable in-
formation about human activities and socioeconomic conditions thus has become
an effective proxy to measure urban development. By using NTL-derived urban
measures from 1992 to 2018, we analyzed the spatiotemporal patterns of global
urban development from country to region to city scales, which presented a
distinct North-South divergence characterized by the rising and declining pat-
terns. A global North-South division line was identified to partition the globe
into the Line-North and the Line-South geographically, which accorded with the
socioeconomic difference from the aspects of urban population and economy.
This line may keep a certain degree of stability deriving from the trends of pop-
ulation and economic information but also bears uncertainties in the long term.

INTRODUCTION

In 2007, the global urban population surpassed the global rural population for the first time in history (UNDESA,

2018), although only about 0.5% of global land can be classified as urban areas (Zhou et al., 2015). The share of

the global population living in cities had experienced a huge increase from about 42.9% in 1990 to 54.0% in 2014

and was estimated to reach about 66.0% in 2050 (UN DESA, 2018), reflecting the rapid growth of global urban-

ization (Buhaug and Urdal, 2013). Under these circumstances, global urban development exerts considerable

impacts on a range of aspects with the pros and cons, such as influencing global economic growth in agriculture,

manufacturing, and service sectors (Messinis, 2015), and imposing health problems (Eckert and Kohler, 2014).

Also, it is linked to an increased risk of social disruption (Buhaug and Urdal, 2013) and directly contributing to

declining biodiversity and fragile ecological environments (McDonald et al., 2013). Therefore, deeply exploring

the spatiotemporal patterns of global urban development is significant to understand the international situation

and evaluate its potential variations and can provide effective references for handling challenges from social,

economic, and environmental issues to ensure a sustainable future.

Inspired by the sustainable development goals (SDGs), the global urban agenda presented an obvious

characteristic that determined the importance of cities for sustainable development and has achieved

broad agreement of a New Urban Agenda across a majority of countries (Parnell, 2016). The agenda

underlined the centrality of an urban perspective in realizing national and international development

in a sustainable way (Acuto et al., 2018). Theoretically, global urban studies have generated a series of

concepts and analytical methodologies, such as comparative imaginations (Robinson, 2011, 2016), plan-

etary urbanization (Merrifield, 2013; Oswin, 2018), urban assemblages (Far I As and Bender, 2012; McFar-

lane, 2011), and worlding cities (Connolly, 2019; Roy and Ong, 2011). These studies are aimed at propos-

ing a more global urban approach to understanding cities although more work is still under way

(Robinson, 2016). However, stepping into the new urban era, existing urban theories are no longer suffi-

cient to support global sustainability from a comprehensive view, thus creates the necessity of building a

global urban science to directly link science to practice (Acuto et al., 2018). Correspondingly, the SDGs

has begun to put forward requirements for a data-driven technological revolution in urban development

practices (Parnell, 2016), referring to the greater acceptance of geospatial big data to explore global ur-

ban studies.

Traditionally, limited by two main aspects, most existing studies only focused on a subset of the world’s

cities, rather than analyzing urban development at the global level (Cohen, 2006; Small et al., 2011; Wang
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et al., 2012; Zhang and Seto, 2011): (i) There is a lack of agreement on how to measure urban development

with a global standard (Cohen, 2006; Small et al., 2011). Taking the ratio of urban population to the total

population as an example, which is a prevalent indicator used in the World urbanization prospects (UN

DESA, 2018), there may exist quite major errors and some degree of uncertainty (Cohen, 2004, 2006).

Moreover, how to define the term, urban population, could vary globally, such as identifying urban com-

munities by population size or density, economic functions, administrative boundaries, etc (Cohen, 2006).

(ii) The other is a barrier to obtain consistent and reliable data to monitor global urban development at

fine spatial and temporal scales (Zhang and Seto, 2011; Zhou et al., 2014). Although satellite images can

provide available data sources to observe urban variations, it is difficult to access temporally consistent

global land-use products (Li et al., 2017a; Zhang and Seto, 2011). Statistical data obtained from some in-

ternational institutions, such as the United Nations and the World Bank, frequently fail to provide infor-

mation on the distribution and extent of the urban environment (Zhang and Seto, 2011). At the same time,

data collection capabilities at the local level are frequently underdeveloped and dysfunctional for many

regions unable to collect effective urban data (Acuto and Parnell, 2016).

To fill the void, there have been many studies to explore the global urban extent and its expansion process

by using remotely sensed technologies (Seto et al., 2011), such as NTL data, MODIS, Landsat and SAR. In

detail, Zhou et al. (2015) created a global 1km urban extent map by utilizing NTL data; Schneider et al.

(2009) produced a map of the global urban area with a spatial resolution of 500 m based on MODIS

data; Gong et al. (2013) utilized Landsat images and Google Earth tools to generate 30 m resolution global

land-cover maps; Esch et al. (2017) provided a map of global urban and rural settlements with about 12 m

resolution by using TanDEM-X and TerraSAR-X radar images. Similar studies can also be found to portray

global urban extent (Ban et al., 2015; Sharma et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2014), but the problem is that these

studies only focused on one particular year, which limits the ability to monitor global urban expansion from

a long-term perspective. This problem also exists in widely used global land-use products, such as Globe-

Land30 and GlobCover 2009 (Gong et al., 2013; Jokar Arsanjani, 2019). Among all these remote sensing

images, NTL has the greatest potential to monitor global urban development from a time-series perspec-

tive, such as some studies that explored global urban dynamics covering a long time period (Chen et al.,

2019b; Zhang and Seto, 2011; Zhou et al., 2018).

NTL data can collect light and its intensity generated by most human settlements in the world (Elvidge

et al., 2009), which has the potential to measure the degree of urban development and explore the spatio-

temporal variations of human activities (Zhou et al., 2014, 2015). As a proxy of urban development, it reflects

the process of urbanization involving the combined effect of changes in demographic compositions, eco-

nomic activities, and land use (Zhang and Seto, 2011). Many studies have demonstrated the usefulness of

NTL to monitor urban development globally and explored the quantitative relationship between time-se-

ries NTL data and various aspects, such as socioeconomic, environmental, and energy-related factors (Li

and Zhou, 2017; Ma et al., 2012; Proville et al., 2017; Sutton et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2018; Zhang and Seto,

2011). Moreover, compared with urban population obtained from statistical agencies and other sources,

utilizing the NTL data to monitor global urban development has the following advantages: (i) it can monitor

urban areas at any acquired spatial scales from its minimal spatial resolution to a near-global coverage

(Zhou et al., 2015); (ii) it covers a long temporal coverage from 1992 to the present and the future; (iii) its

intensity can depict both the spatial and temporal variations within cities; (iv) it avoids the necessity to unify

the definitions of urban population across countries; (v) it can reflect the urban development from demog-

raphy, economy and land use simultaneously (Ma et al., 2012), thus making it more comprehensive as the

urban measure.

In this study, we unified the global standard of urban development as the NTL-derived urban measure to

detect its spatiotemporal patterns from 1992 to 2018. Three scales were first established to exhibit the

comprehensive portrayal of global urbanization based on the Global Administrative Areas dataset

(GADM) (Global Administrative Areas, 2015), i.e., country-scale, region-scale (provinces or states) and

city-scale. Then, time-series NTL-derived urban measures were generated at the three scales after elimi-

nating light deviations (Ma et al., 2012), inter-calibrating light data from different sensors (Elvidge et al.,

2009; Li et al., 2017b) and filtering noises of NTL data. We then drew multi-scale pattern maps of global

urban development to present its spatiotemporal patterns through the shape-based clustering method

and the reclassification method. Finally, this study explored the global socioeconomic difference and eval-

uated its potential variations.
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RESULTS

Temporal patterns of global urban development

We used the shape-based clustering method to analyze the shape variations hidden behind time-series

NTL vectors and extracted the temporal patterns of global urban development during the period of

1992-2018 at the country, region, and city scales (Berndt and Clifford, 1994; Elvidge et al., 2014). The Silhou-

ette scores provide an evaluation of the clustering quality with various cluster numbers (Rousseeuw, 1987)

(middle charts in Figure 1). A higher Silhouette score means a better clustering result. The highest Silhou-

ette scores are obtained when the cluster number is two at all three scales, indicating that the clustering

quality is the best at this point. The temporal curves exhibit the shape patterns of each cluster through

the two clustering center curves (left charts in Figure 1).

At all three scales, we find that the clustering center curve in yellow acts as an overall rising trend in which

temporal variations of NTL-derived urban measures gradually increase along time if ignoring local fluctu-

ations, namely the rising pattern. In contrast, the clustering center curve in blue shows an overall declining

trend in which NTL-derived urbanmeasures gradually decrease along the horizontal axis regardless of local

fluctuations, namely the declining pattern. The rising and declining trends endow urban development pat-

terns with two opposite states by simultaneously interpreting their temporal variations. In detail, compared

to areas with the rising pattern, the urban development process of areas with the declining pattern slack-

ened relatively during the period, and it was not equivalent to that the latter’s urban development reduced

at each temporal moment. Also, as the NTL data holds a close relationship with socioeconomic factors,

such as urban population, economic conditions, and land use (Ma et al., 2012; Zhang and Seto, 2011),

the rising and declining patterns can reflect temporal variations on the combined effect of underlying fac-

tors that contribute to the observable urban development by NTL data, without the consideration of spe-

cific underlying interactions among these factors.
Spatial patterns of global urban development

We find that these countries have the clustered phenomenon in the spatial distribution of rising and

declining through the measurement of spatial autocorrelation by the Global Moran’s I (maps in Figure 1).

Given the geometric features and their associated attributes, the Moran’s I is utilized to evaluate whether

the spatial pattern is random, clustered (Moran’s I > 0) or dispersed (Moran’s I < 0), while the Z score and

p value can evaluate its significance (Getis, 2010). For areas with extremely low NTL-derived urban mea-

sures, they were listed as excluded areas with large numbers at the region and city scales. Their spatial dis-

tribution is also clustered, mainly located in Africa, Latin America, and Asia.

At the country scale, the Moran’s I is statistically positive in terms of the spatial autocorrelation (Moran’s I =

0.15, Z score = 5.75, p value < 0.01). Many countries with the rising pattern are spatially clustered together

south of the globe, whereas countries with the declining pattern are mainly spatially clustered north of the

globe. At the region scale, the statistically positive Moran’s I implies the clustered patterns of the spatial

distribution of the two temporal patterns too (Moran’s I = 0.30, Z score = 85.87, p value < 0.01). Most re-

gions hold the same temporal patterns as the countries they belong to. Also, there exist some exceptions,

such as regions in Africa and Oceania, which mostly have relatively low NTL-derived urban measures. Thus,

their actual temporal patterns are hidden and not present at the country scale. At the city scale, we also get

a statistically positiveMoran’s I again (Moran’s I = 0.33, Z score = 655.95, p value < 0.01). After excluding the

areas with extremely low NTL-derived urban measures, the cities in close proximity with the same temporal

patterns can be aggregated into area agglomerations. For example, cities aggregated in China, India, and

Latin America are such agglomerations with the rising pattern (yellow area in Figure 1C); cities aggregated

in North America, Europe, and Japan constitute such agglomerations with the declining pattern (blue area

in Figure 1C).
A North-South division line of global urban development

We find that there exists a pronounced North-South difference in the spatiotemporal patterns of urban

development across the globe, which can be generally divided by a latitudinal line (white-black belts in Fig-

ure 1). This line leans close to the boundaries of America, England, Germany, Russia, China, Japan, etc.

Here, this line is defined as a North-South division line, which provides a geographical division of the tem-

poral and spatial patterns of global urban development. The patterns above and below the division line are

generally opposite, with the temporal declining pattern in the Line-North and the temporal rising pattern in
iScience 24, 102729, July 23, 2021 3
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Figure 1. Spatiotemporal patterns of global urban development and its North-South division line

(A) Country scale.

(B) Region scale.

(C) City scale. Every subfigure consists of four elements: the middle chart depicts the varying Silhouette scores as the

number of clusters increases; the left chart provides the clustering center curves with the highest Silhouette score, where

the yellow and blue curves present the shape variations of the temporal rising and declining patterns respectively; the

map exhibits the spatial distribution of two patterns, with a North-South division line across it, and excluded area refers to

the units with extremely low NTL-derived urban measures; the Global Moran’s I and its p-value give the measurement of

the spatial autocorrelation regarding two patterns.
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the Line-South. An interesting phenomenon is that most high-income countries are located in the Line-

North, such as countries in North America, Western and Northern Europe; while most rapidly developing,

lower-middle-income and low-income countries lie in the Line-South, such as countries in Asia, Latin Amer-

ica and Africa. This implies a possible relationship between the North-South division line and the socioeco-

nomic conditions of these countries.

The North-South division line can take effects on partitioning the spatiotemporal patterns of global urban

development at all three scales. However, it does not mean to strictly divide the globe into two parts with

the opposite patterns, but to provide the general geographical difference of the two temporal patterns.

Thus, some cities could hold the declining pattern different frommost areas in the Line-South, such as cities

in Africa. Moreover, although the administrative units become fragmented with the refinement of spatial

scales, the difference in the two parts produced by the North-South division line is still pronounced. Mean-

while, the fragmented distribution can provide interesting details of the local difference in spatiotemporal

patterns of urban development within countries, such as cities in Russia.
Spatial heterogeneity of urban development in the Line-South and the Line-North

To explore the difference in the two parts produced by the North-South division line in detail, we provide a

finer portrayal of global urban development based on the change rate of the temporal rising and declining

trends at the city scale. The temporal patterns of urban development are reclassified into seven types,

including a stable pattern (constant in NTL-derived urban measures), three rising patterns (accelerated,

uniform and decelerated) and three declining patterns (accelerated, uniform, and decelerated). They are

schematically matched to the standard curves in the left diagram of Figure 2A. The map in Figure 2A shows

that after introducing the stable patterns, the geographical distribution of cities with the temporal rising

and declining patterns is still generally aligned with the North-South division line. Moreover, the number

of cities listed as the excluded area (extremely low NTL-derived urban measures) accounts for nearly

46.88%, indicating that there exists a huge gap in the process of global urban development. In the

following, we explore several cases in the Line-South and the Line-North to demonstrate the difference

in urban development and its patterns.

In the Line-South, as the two largest developing countries, the patterns of urban development in China and

India show significant differences (Figures 2B and 2C). First, the patterns of Chinese cities are more

geographically and quantitatively homogeneous than those of India. More than 89.29% of Chinese cities

fall into the temporal rising pattern that are evenly distributed across the vast territory of China. But its pro-

portion in India is about 79.88%, and such distribution is interrupted by cities with the temporal declining

pattern and excluded areas. Second, China held a much stronger urbanized pattern than India during the

period of 1992-2018. Cities with the accelerated rise pattern in China account for 76.79%, and there is only

about 1.79% with the declining pattern, whereas these shares in India are 58.41% and 3.45%, respectively

(Table S1). Although both countries implemented economic reforms and underwent rapid urbanization in

the past decades, China’s urban development wasmore rapid (Bosworth and Collins, 2008). Also, their eco-

nomic growth trends were quite different, with China showing more growth in industrial production,

whereas India showing more growth in the service sector (Sankhe et al., 2011).

In the Line-North, the United States and Japan produce great differences in the patterns of urban devel-

opment (Figures 2D and 2E). First, the composition of their patterns varies a lot. Although they both

hold small proportions in cities with the temporal rising pattern, cities in the US with the temporal declining

pattern account for 78.02%, whereas this share in Japan is only 55.33%, and the stable pattern raises to

22.53% (Table S1). Second, there exist great differences in the distribution of cities with the temporal rising

pattern. In Japan, lots of cities with the rising pattern concentrate in the three biggest metropolitan areas,
iScience 24, 102729, July 23, 2021 5



Figure 2. Finer patterns of urban development and the local enlarged maps

(A) A global map for finer patterns of urban development. The left chart illustrates a schematic diagram of different patterns considering the change rate of

the rising and declining patterns (using simulated data).

(B) The main area of China. (C) The main area of India. (D) The main area of Japan. (E) The main area of the United States. (F) The main area of Europe. Note

that (B-F) are the enlarged maps of (A).
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including Kant�o, Keihanshin, and Ch�uky�o. In the US, cities with the temporal rising pattern are mostly scat-

tered in the southeast, south, and southwest, such as metropolitan Atlanta, Dalla-Fort Worth and Phoenix,

which present a nebular spatial clustering feature. This can be explained by the fact that urbanization in the

Southern United States happened much later than the Northeastern and Midwestern United States (Lloyd,

2012; Pandit, 1997). While in Japan, the population was extremely concentrated in the metropolitan areas,

and the population density descended sharply in small towns (Bagan and Yamagata, 2012, 2015).
6 iScience 24, 102729, July 23, 2021



Figure 3. Mutual covariances among nighttime light derived urban measures (NTL), urban population (UP) and

gross domestic product (GDP) at the country scale

Before calculating the covariance, time-series UP and GDP data were processed by the exponential smoothing method

and Z score standardization to accord with NTL. Note that the covariance is calculated only for countries with no missing

data of two factors.
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In Europe, where the division line crosses, the patterns’ distribution of urban development presents a quite

complicated situation, which is closely related to its historical origins (Figure 2F). European cities had expe-

rienced the urbanization evolution at different speeds and time historically, thus leading to wide disparities

in the urban development between Northern and Southern Europe (Antrop, 2004; Cheshire, 1995), which

can be observed above and below the division line in the period of 1992-2018 (Figure 2F). However, the

difference of European patterns is not only between Northern and Southern Europe, but it is also shown

betweenWestern and Eastern Europe (Turok andMykhnenko, 2007). In the 1990s, events such as the disso-

lution of the Soviet Union, the revolution of 1989, and the unification of Germany produced profound

influences on European demography and economy (Judt, 2006), which in turn affected its urban develop-

ment. Many cities in Eastern Europe are dominated by the temporal declining pattern (Figure 2F), such as

cities in Czechia, Slovakia, and Ukraine. Similarly, cities in European Russia mostly hold the temporal

declining pattern, with only a few agglomerations in the temporal pattern, like areas surrounding Moscow.

Moreover, many cities in Western Europe also hold the temporal declining pattern, such as the UK and

West Germany, but the difference is that these cities mostly had experienced a big step in urban develop-

ment before 1990 influenced by historical and political factors.

Socioeconomic differences between the Line-South and the Line-North

Urban development is a complex process involving multiple socioeconomic factors (Ma et al., 2012; Zhang

and Seto, 2011). Then one question arises of what is the relationship between the NTL-derived urban mea-

sure and various socioeconomic factors. Can these socioeconomic factors be related to the North-South

division line? Taking the eastern coastal area of China as an example, the Pearson’s R shown in Table S2

illustrates the close correlation between the NTL-derived urban measure and socioeconomic factors

from the perspective of demography, economy, and land use at three scales.

In order to explore this relationship globally, we specially selected urban population and GDP to compute

their mutual covariance and the covariance with the NTL-derived urban measure from 1992 to 2018 at the

country scale. In Figure 3, the majority of countries are situated in the range of (0.75, 1.00) and few countries

are in the range of (0.00, 0.75) regarding their mutual covariance, revealing the positive correlation among

NTL, GDP, and urban population. However, there are some interesting outliers, such as Romania where the

covariance of GDP and urban population is negative, but the covariance of GDP and NTL is positive;

whereas in Russia we find a negative relationship between NTL and GDP but a positive relationship

between NTL and urban population. It leads to a contradiction that it is not adequate to monitor global

urbanization by only using population and economic growth. It also emphasizes the importance of intro-

ducing the NTL-derived urban measure.

Based on the above analysis, we need to further explore what is the socioeconomic difference between the

Line-South and the Line-North by utilizing these interesting factors. Here, the growth rates of the NTL-

derived urban measure, urban population and GDP between 1992 and 2018 were calculated to compare

their spatial variations at the country scale. As shown in Figure 4A, the spatial distribution of NTL’s growth

rate is highly consistent with the North-South division line, with an apparently higher rate of the Line-South
iScience 24, 102729, July 23, 2021 7
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Figure 4. Growth rate maps (2018/1992) of global socioeconomic factors and box plots in the Line-North and the Line-South

(A) nighttime light derived urban measures (NTL).

(B) Urban population.

(C) Gross domestic product (GDP). The box plot in each subfigure presents the data distribution of growth rates of the socioeconomic factor in the Line-

North and the Line-South. Meanwhile, due to the lack of data (World Bank) in some countries, we list them as the absent area in the maps and exclude them

from the calculations in the box plots.
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than that of the Line-North. Similarly, the socioeconomic factors (urban population and GDP) also exhibit a

huge divergence on both spatial distributions and growth rates above and below the division line in Figures

4B and 4C, i.e., the Line-South greater than the Line-North. Considering that the NTL-derived urban mea-

sure is closely related to urban population and GDP simultaneously, it can provide assistance to portray the

socioeconomic difference globally.

In terms of urban population, the growth pole concentrates on Asia and Africa shown in Figure 4B. Its dis-

tribution is similar to the spatial agglomeration of NTL’s growth rate in Figure 4A, despite the larger NTL’s

growth rate of Asia than Africa compared to the growth rate of urban population. The overall growth rate in

Latin America is a little higher than that of North America. In Europe, although the demographic difference

of the growth rates above and below the line is not obvious, there is a wide divergence above and below

the Mediterranean Sea. It seems that although the division line crosses Europe, the change trend of urban

population within European countries is still fairly similar on a global scale. Moreover, from the box plot in

Figure 4B, the range of urban population growth in the Line-North is less spread with an average growth

rate of 1.19, while the average value in the Line-South is much higher, i.e., 2.04. It is highly consistent with

the World urbanization prospects, e.g., Asia and Africa are urbanizing faster than other regions and will

maintain this situation in the coming decades (UN DESA, 2018).

In terms of the economic indicator, GDP’s growth rate is significantly different between the Line-South and

the Line-North shown in Figure 4C. The growth pole of GDP also concentrates on Asia and Africa, and

GDP’s growth is more obvious in Asian countries rather than African countries. This is similar to the spatial

distribution of NTL’s growth rate in these countries. Compared with urban population, the distribution of

GDP’s growth rate in the Americas and Europe has more similarities to that of NTL. For example, the dif-

ference in GDP’s growth rate for different countries above and below the line is apparent in the Americas.

From Mexico to Argentina, the countries in Latin America hold higher economic growth than those in the

United States and Canada. In Europe, this similarity is embodied in countries along the northeast coast of

the Mediterranean Sea. Moreover, the extent of economic growth is notably larger than that of urban pop-

ulation, whose average growth rates have achieved 3.69 and 6.01 for countries on the two sides of the di-

vision line from 1992 to 2018, respectively. For several countries in the Line-South, the growth rate of these

years is even over 20, e.g., China.

Furthermore, many countries with low levels of GDP have displayed a trend of higher growth rates. For

instance, almost all countries in Africa present low-level absolute values about the NTL-derived urbanmea-

sure, urban population and GDP in Figure S1, but their values of the growth rate are much higher thanmany

other countries in Figure 4. In contrast, many countries with high-level GDP possess low-level growth rates,

especially in Western Europe and North America, which are a reflection of their development stages. This

phenomenon to some extent implies that the latter had experienced a huge economic lead before the

1990s and would be in a relatively slow state of economic growth, whereas many countries with low levels

of GDP are and would continue to be in the rapid growth of urban development (Dellink et al., 2017; Mad-

dison, 1983). In this process, international cooperation and technical upgrade could be important to pro-

mote economic growth in African and Southeast Asian countries, and thus can greatly benefit the process

of urban development. In addition, some rapidly developing countries have both high absolute values and

growth rates of the NTL-derived urban measure, urban population and GDP simultaneously, e.g., China

and India. The relatively low per capita income will continue to stimulate these two countries to maintain

high economic growth in the near future.

Generally, the NTL-derived urban measure can reflect the socioeconomic difference through its close

relationship with urban population and GDP, thus endowing it the ability to monitor urban develop-

ment comprehensively with a global standard (Ma et al., 2012; Zhang and Seto, 2011). It is gradually

becoming a useful proxy of urbanization and provide rich connotations of urban development at a

large scale.
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DISCUSSION

Detecting the spatiotemporal patterns of global urban development is of great significance to understand

current international situations and their potential variations. The North-South division line proposed here

reminds us of the old North-South divide concerned with politics and poverty in the 20th century (Therien,

1999). But the division line mainly aims at revealing the spatiotemporal distributions and patterns of global

urban development during the period of 1992-2018, without the involvement of politics, etc. In essence, the

characteristic of the North-South division line is conceptually similar to that of China’s Hu-Huanyong Line,

which divides the area of China into two roughly equal parts with different patterns of urban development

(Chen et al., 2019a). Thus, it should be more appropriate to analogize this division line to the Hu’s line on a

global scale. The meaning of identifying such a division line is not limited to revealing its geographical pat-

terns but also exploring how to understand global issues based on this line and other auxiliary information,

related to the population and economy.

Owing to higher fertility rates and larger shares of young age groups, the areas in the Line-South would

have larger population growth than that in the Line-North. Many countries in the Line-North have shown

an aging population reflecting a long-term population transformation, but this process just began in

many countries of the Line-South (Higo and Khan, 2015). In the population forecast for 2100, most countries

in Africa, Middle East, India and Southeast Asia would present a rapid growth, while European and North

American countries and Japan would have population decline in various projected scenarios (Jones and O

Neill, 2016). One major challenge caused by the aging population is the decrease in labor supply, which

could exert significant impacts on economic development and burdening the working population (Bloom

et al., 2015). In the past three decades, GDP’s growth rate in the Line-South wasmuch larger than that of the

Line-North in spite of reverse absolute GDP values. Further, in the projected scenarios of shared socioeco-

nomic pathways which satisfy the conditional convergence hypothesis, countries in the Line-South would

generally keep a long-term higher growth rate of GDP than that of the Line-North in the 21st century

because of the catch-up effect in key drivers of economic development (Dellink et al., 2017).

The long-term trends of population and economic growth imply that urban development in the Line-South has a

high chance to grow faster than the Line-North and keep the rising pattern. Similar toChina’s Hu-Huanyong Line

that is hard to break, the global North-South division line also shows a sign of being relatively stable deriving

frompopulation and economic transformations for a long period. However, multifarious development scenarios

and external influencing factors would exert unpredictable impacts on global economic growth (Dellink et al.,

2017), making the assessment of long-term trends of urban development complicated and uncertain. For

instance, due to serious population aging in the next several decades, China may experience a substantial total

population decline and the potential lack of labor force (Higo and Khan, 2015; Jones and O Neill, 2016), which

could result in a southward shift of the North-South division line in Asia gradually. Furthermore, another timely

example is negative influences on the global economic growth caused by the COVID-19 (Fernandes, 2020),

especially the regions with high dependence on tourism, e.g., the Caribbean and some countries with a domi-

nating sector, and the regions with massive amount of confirmed cases, e.g., the United States. The point is that

such major events will also deeply affect international cooperation and employment, contributing to a higher

degree of uncertainty regarding global urban development.

In addition, global urban development is to assert significant impacts on environmental issues, which

require particular attention to ensure a sustainable future. In the process of economic growth and global

urbanization, carbon emissions increased rapidly and would continue to grow in the next several decades

despite recent declines in emissions due to COVID-19 (Le Quere et al., 2020; O’Neill et al., 2010). While a

number of rich countries in the Line-North have achieved some level of decoupling of emissions from eco-

nomic growth, albeit at a very high level of per capita carbon footprints; many countries in the Line-South

are bound to further increase carbon emissions due to development goals and rapid industrialization.

These countries would undoubtedly meet great challenges to balance environmental protection and urban

development.

Methodologically, the hierarchical portrayals of global urbanization from country to city scales provide a

comprehensive understanding to detect the spatiotemporal patterns of urban development and reveal

the applicability of the North-South division line in multi-scenarios. Also, the approach introduces a new

perspective involving various scales into the analysis of global urban development, which can be extended

to other research of large-scale geographical phenomenon and explore their intrinsic characteristics at
10 iScience 24, 102729, July 23, 2021
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different time and space granularities. The NTL data used in this study presents its great potentials to draw

global urban maps and uncover the spatiotemporal variations of urbanization due to its wide coverage and

continuity, and it can be developed as a globally unified definition for urban development at any acquired

scales. In addition, this study takes full use of the association between NTL-derived urban measures and

various socioeconomic indicators to disclose the difference in the growth variations of population and

economy between the Line-North and the Line-South, which is of great importance to understand global

issues.

Conclusion

In the research of global urbanization processes, it is challenging to comprehensively describe urban

development and detect its spatiotemporal variations. This study utilized NTL data to explore develop-

ment patterns of global urbanization due to its low cost, wide spatiotemporal coverage, and rich connota-

tions of human activities. At the same time, its close correlation with demographic and economic factors

can provide important reference points to understand global issues.

In this study, we find that the spatiotemporal patterns of global urban development present a North-South

divergence characterized by rising and declining trends, which can be geographically partitioned by the

latitudinal North-South division line. This line exhibits geographical differences in global urban develop-

ment during the period of 1992-2018: countries in the Line-South show a higher rapid economic growth

and are likely to continue this trend, whereas countries in the Line-North show lower economic growth

rates. The city-scale reclassification reveals that there are also huge differences in the patterns of urban

development on the same side of the line, e.g., China and India, the United States and Japan.

Furthermore, the North-South division line would maintain a certain degree of stability due to the potential

long-term trends of population and economy, but it is still difficult to provide accurate projections about its

future variations. The meaning of identifying this division line is not only to reflect the spatiotemporal dis-

tributions but also to help understand international socioeconomic dimensions. To some extent, the

Hu-Huanyong Line has served as an important indicator of inequality in China. Similarly, this North-South

division line is expected to reveal inequalities in global development and could be linked to relevant indi-

cators of the SDGs.

Limitations of the study

The research of global urban development has limitations in the following two aspects. First, it fails to

conduct a detailed analysis in conjunction with setting development scenarios within urban areas.

Although NTL data provide long-term urban measures at multiple scales, it cannot acquire the spatial

layout and urban structure in built-up areas and evaluate their potential influences on urban development.

It is not conducive to explaining how cities with different urban development patterns evolve individually.

Second, this study lacks effective models to quantitatively simulate and predict potential variations and

trends of global urban development in multiple temporal scales. Although we could roughly infer its

possible changes by combining with information such as population and economic growth, it is difficult

to provide accurate judgments on how urban development changes under different projected scenarios.

Hence, how to couple the development situations within urban areas and establish quantitative models to

forecast urban development are problems that need to be addressed in future research.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

DMSP/OLS nighttime light data NOAA https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/dmsp/

downloadV4composites.html

NPP/VIIRS nighttime light data NOAA https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/

download_ut_mos.html

Global administrative areas data GADM http://www.gadm.org/

Global socioeconomic factors World bank https://data.worldbank.org/

Chinese socioeconomic factors China national knowledge infrastructure http://data.cnki.net/

Software and algorithms

ArcGIS ESRI https://www.arcgis.com/index.html

QGIS Open-source software https://qgis.org/en/site/
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for data and code should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead

contact, Xia Li (lixia@geo.ecnu.edu.cn).
Materials availability

This study did not generate new materials.
Data and code availability

The data used in this study are all available from public resources that have been appropriately cited within

the manuscript. Besides, the data and code can also be obtained from the lead contact. Here, the websites

to acquire these datasets are also listed as follows: DMSP/OLS nighttime light data (https://www.ngdc.

noaa.gov/eog/dmsp/downloadV4composites.html); NPP/VIIRS nighttime light data (https://www.ngdc.

noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_ut_mos.html); Global administrative areas data (http://www.gadm.org/);

Global socioeconomic factors (https://data.worldbank.org/); Chinese socioeconomic factors (http://

data.cnki.net/).
METHOD DETAILS

Generating time series of NTL-derived urban measures

NTL data got from the Operational Line-scan System of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

(DMSP/OLS, 1992-2013) and the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite onboard the National Polar-or-

biting Partnership satellites (NPP/VIIRS, 2012-2018) were processed to generate time-series NTL-derived

urban measures at the country, region and city scales during the period of 1992-2018 (Chen et al.,

2019a; Elvidge et al., 2014). Considering that there exist huge differences in DMSP/OLS and NPP/VIIRS

NTL data on the spatiotemporal resolution, spectral response, overpass time, variance range and onboard

calibration (Li et al., 2017b), two kinds of images were intercalibrated to produce good-quality NTL-derived

urban measures, respectively.

For DMSP/OLS data, in order to eliminate nighttime light intensity deviations caused by some unavoidable

factors, such as light on water surfaces, natural gas flaring and light on non-urban areas, masks made by the

MODIS land-water product (NASA, 2016), gas flare data (Elvidge et al., 2009) and a threshold method be-

tween urban and non-urban areas (Small et al., 2011), were utilized to remove noisy light. Then, we imple-

mented an inter-calibration of the annual composites to offset the defects caused by the lack of on-board
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calibration in OLS sensors through Equation 1 (Elvidge et al., 2009, 2014). DNcalibrated and DN are pixel’s

digital number after and before the intercalibration, respectively; C0, C1, C2 are coefficients determined

by the quadratic equation regression model shown in Table S3 for each OLS sensor. An example of NTL

amount comparison in China before and after the intercalibration shows that the intercalibration makes

time-series NTL data smooth and consistent among sensors in the same and different years (Figure S2).

Afterward, an intra-annual composition was used to remove noisy light pixels (Liu et al., 2012).

DNcalibrated = C0 +C1 � DN+C2 �DN2 (Equation 1)

For NPP/VIIRS data, monthly products were merged into annual products by averaging pixel values within

each year, such as from Apr. to Dec. in 2012 and from Jan. to Dec. in 2018; then six separate image tiles in

one year were used to mosaic a whole image of this year, and seven VIIRS NTL images from 2012 to 2018 in

total could be produced. For each annual NTL image, the bilinear method was used to resample the image

to produce a new image that had the same spatial resolution as DMSP/OLS data. Considering that NPP/

VIIRS can detect low-level light that DMSP/OLS fails, each pixel in NPP/VIIRS was subtracted by 0.3 nW

cm�2 sr�1 to eliminate the influence (Chen et al., 2019a). After that, an intercalibration model was built

to ensure the temporal correspondence between NPP/VIIRS and DMSP/OLS data based on the overlap-

ped years, i.e., 2012 and 2013 (Li et al., 2017b). In Equation 2, Y and X represent DMSP/OLS and NPP/VIIRS

data; Gð ,Þ is the power function for matrix transformation; M is a low pass filter to smooth the NTL image

with a window size of q and a standard deviation of Gaussian distribution of s; ‘‘�’’ refers to their spatial cov-

olution; a and b are coefficients.

Y = aGðX;bÞ �Mðq;sÞ (Equation 2)

In this study, the window size of q was set as 13, and other coefficients were estimated by the global search

algorithm (Chen et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2017b). Notice that we utilized GlobCover 2009, one global land-

cover product released by European Space Agency, to extract urban areas of NPP/VIIRS in 2012 and

2013 as the train and validation data in Equation 2. Finally, the values of a, b and were 35.2989, 0.1633

and 0.4891 respectively. The comparisons of Pearson’s R and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between

the original and intercalibrated images reflect the effectiveness of this intercalibration model (Table S4).

Afterward, this model was used to intercalibrate NPP/VIIRS images from 2014 to 2018 when some noises

were removed, such as light on water surfaces, light from gas flaring and other sources, etc. Then, we uti-

lized two thresholds to avoid the influence of non-urban areas’ light by setting the threshold as 13 (pixel’s

value below 13 was set as 0), and avoid the saturation effect by setting the threshold as 60 (pixel’s value

above 60 was set as 60).

The primary units at the country, region and city scales were extracted based on the Global Administrative

Areas dataset (GADM) (Global Administrative Areas, 2015). Especially, due to the fact that different coun-

tries and regions hold different administrative division settings, the region scale is defined as an interme-

diate scale between the country and city scales (e.g., provinces in China and states in the United States).

After converting NTL images into Mollweide equal-area projection (Elvidge et al., 2009), we calculated

the weighted light area in each unit as the NTL-derived urban measure at three scales. The weighted light

area of one pixel is defined as the product of its area and the normalized DN value, and the weighted light

area of one unit is the sum of all pixels’ weighted light area within it, expressed in Equation 3, whereWLAði;jÞ
represents the weighted light area of the j unit in the i year;DN0

ði;j;pÞ is the normalized DN value of the ppixel

of the j unit in the i year; Sði;j;pÞ is the area of the p pixel of the j unit in the i year (Ma et al., 2012).

WLAði;jÞ =
X

p

DN0
ði;j;pÞ � Sði;j;pÞ (Equation 3)

Then, the weighted light areas were grouped in sequence from 1992 to 2018 to generate time-series NTL

vectors. In order to further ensure the correspondence of DMSP/OLS and NPP/VIIRS data, an adjustment

coefficient g (the ratio of the weighted light area of DMSP/OLS in 2013 to that of NPP/VIIRS in 2013) was

multiplied by the weighted light area from 2014 to 2018 to obtain more consistent time-series NTL vectors.

Then, the exponential smoothing algorithm with the smoothing factor of 0.1 was used to eliminate the in-

fluence of noises and emphasize the overall variations of time-series NTL vectors during the period of 1992-

2018. Notice that some units had extremely low NTL-derived urban measures, where the weighted light

area of certain years was zero. All of these units are defined as ‘‘Excluded Area’’, which are excluded

from the calculations in this paper, including the clustering, Moran’s I and classification. After these pro-

cesses, the available instances at the country, region, and city scales are 221, 2,649, and 24,933 respectively.
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The shape-based clustering method

A shape-based clustering framework was used to extract the temporal patterns of global urban develop-

ment based on time-series NTL vectors, including shape measurement based on dynamic time warping

(DTW), and the K-Medoids clustering method. First, DTWwas utilized to measure the dissimilarities among

time-series NTL vectors. Different from the Euclidean distance, DTW is one of the most widely used

methods for shape similarity measurement, which can find the optimal global alignment among time series

through dynamic programming formulation (Bagnall and Janacek, 2005; Berndt and Clifford, 1994). By this,

the difference among time-series NTL vectors is more focused on shape patterns, which can benefit the

extraction of the temporal patterns of urban development. Second, a K-Medoids clustering method using

anomalous pattern (Mirkin, 2005) was adopted to detect the underlying centered shape patterns hidden

behind the NTL time series based on the DTW-based distance (Bagnall and Janacek, 2005; Berndt and Clif-

ford, 1994). Different from the K-Means, the K-Medoids method chooses an existing time-series NTL

instance (the medoid of the cluster) as the clustering center rather than averaging all time-series NTL in-

stances in the cluster, thus making the clustering process more operational in DTW-based similarity mea-

sures (Petitjean et al., 2011).

In order to select the best pattern centers, Silhouette was applied to estimate the clustering quality for the

clustering results with various clustering number (Rousseeuw, 1987). At either scale, the clustering result

with the highest Silhouette score was regarded as the best pattern extraction results. The shape pattern

of its clustering center curve was the corresponding temporal pattern of urban development. To improve

the computational effort at the city scale, about 20% of cities were chosen as the input of the clustering

model, and other cities were classified through the DTW distance to the clustering centers. Importantly,

to highlight the difference of shape patterns among time-series NTL vectors in the clustering method,

each vector was standardized separately through the Z score standardization in Equation 4, where m and

s are the average value and the standard deviation in each time-series NTL vector, respectively; li and xi
are the standardized and original NTL-derived urban measures, respectively. Finally, in Figure 1, the tem-

poral rising and declining patterns were endowed to depict the shape patterns of clustering center curves

at the country, region and city scales.

li =
xi � m

s
(Equation 4)

The reclassification of urban development patterns

The change rate of the temporal rising and declining patterns could be depicted using a fitting method

between the time-series NTL vectors and the function in Equation 5, where x and y represent the time

and the value of NTL-derived urban measures respectively. Thus, with corresponding parameter domains,

we can obtain the corresponding temporal patterns with different change rates, such as the accelerated

rise (b > 0;c > 1), the accelerated decline (b < 0;c > 1), the decelerated rise (b > 0; 0 < c < 1), the deceler-

ated decline (b < 0;0 < c < 1), the uniform rise (b > 0;c = 1) and the uniform decline (b < 0;c = 1). In actual

applications, the intervals of c are readjusted to 0.9 and 1.1 in the recognition of the uniform rise and

decline patterns. The stable pattern is identified when the overall trend of time-series NTL vectors basically

keeps constant with slight fluctuation.

y = a+b � xc ðx > 0Þ (Equation 5)

However, due to large temporal variations and residual noises existing in NTL data (Zhang and Seto, 2011),

it is inaccurate to judge its patterns only through the fitting method in Equation 5. Thus, for a city to be

labeled, a nonlinear fitting between the time-series NTL vector and Equation 5 is initially executed to

get an initial pattern result. Then, visual judgment is employed to decide its final pattern, by checking

its overall trend, change rate, fluctuations, and its accordance with the seven patterns. During this process,

a time-series NTL vector without the decline or rise trend is recognized as the stable pattern. However, this

method is too onerous to label all the cities around the globe. Especially, the procedures involving manual

justification are tedious and impractical.

Hence, we used a backpropagation neural network (BPNN) with three hidden layers to classify the patterns

of urban development at the city scale. The input and output are the time-series NTL vectors and the seven

patterns respectively. Of all the 24,933 cities at the city scale, 700 cities were chosen to label their patterns

(100 cities per pattern) based on the above sample selection procedures. We then repeatedly run the

BPNN classifier 100 times with different train and validate datasets, which are randomly split from the
16 iScience 24, 102729, July 23, 2021
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labeled dataset. For each training process, 75% of labeled samples were randomly selected as a training

dataset to train the BPNN classifier, and the remaining 25% was used to conduct an accuracy assessment.

High performance of the BPNN algorithm was obtained, with the average overall accuracy and Kappa co-

efficient of 0.92 and 0.91 respectively. Finally, we utilized the well-trained classifier to classify the patterns of

all the cities at the city scale.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In the shaped-based clustering, the medoid of each cluster refers to an actual vector of NTL-derived urban

measures that minimizes a sum of pairwise DTW distances, i.e., the clustering center curve in Figure 1. The

Global Moran’s I was calculated in the spatial autocorrelation module in ArcGIS with a Euclidean distance

band of 3,000,000. The calculation ignored the ‘‘Excluded Area’’ and obtained the Moran’s I result with the

confidence level of 99% at all three scales in Figure 1. It is worthy to note that the ‘‘Excluded Area’’ was

determined by checking whether there was zero in the values of the weighted light area from 1992 to

2018, and then the result was inherited directly into the ‘‘Excluded Area’’ in Figures 1 and 2. In the box plots

of Figure 4, the Line-North and Line-South attribution of each growth rate value was identified through the

position of the research unit relative to the division line. Besides, some growth rate values in box plots were

not visualized due to their high values compared to the majority in Figure 4.
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